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Abstract:
Background:
Prior visual-world research has demonstrated that emotional priming of spoken sentence processing is rapidly modulated by age.
Older and younger participants saw two photographs of a positive and of a negative event side-by-side and listened to a spoken
sentence about one of these events. Older adults’ fixations to the mentioned (positive) event were enhanced when the still photograph
of a previously-inspected positive-valence speaker face was (vs. wasn’t) emotionally congruent with the event/sentence. By contrast,
the younger adults exhibited such an enhancement with negative stimuli only.
Objective:
The first aim of the current study was to assess the replicability of these findings with dynamic face stimuli (unfolding from neutral
to happy or sad). A second goal was to assess a key prediction made by socio-emotional selectivity theory, viz. that the positivity
effect (a preference for positive information) displayed by older adults involves cognitive effort.
Method:
We conducted an eye-tracking visual-world experiment.
Results:
Most priming and age effects, including the positivity effects, replicated. However, against our expectations, the positive gaze
preference in older adults did not co-vary with a standard measure of cognitive effort - increased pupil dilation. Instead, pupil size
was significantly bigger when (both younger and older) adults processed negative than positive stimuli.
Conclusion:
These findings are in line with previous research on the relationship between positive gaze preferences and pupil dilation. We discuss
both theoretical and methodological implications of these results.
Keywords: Cognitive effort, Emotional processing, Facial expressions, Positivity effect, Pupil dilation, Sentence processing, Speaker
cues, Visual-world paradigm.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of the visual world paradigm in recent years has made it possible for psycholinguists to investigate
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the visual context as one important source of context effects on language processing. Overall, findings show that visual
context information exerts a very rapid effect on language processing and influences, for instance, the resolution of
syntactically ambiguous sentences [1, 2]. Findings also show that information such as an object’s size, color [3], or
shape [4], depicted clipart events [2], real-world action events [5], action affordances [6], and the spatial location of
objects [7] are all rapidly integrated during sentence comprehension and can affect a listener’s visual attention within a
few hundred milliseconds (for a recent review, see [8]).
A relatively new topic of interest in current research on language-vision interaction is how visible speaker-based
cues such as eye gaze and gestures influence language comprehension and how this process varies depending on
properties of the listener. Here, too, available evidence points to a rapid and incremental integration: When a speaker
inspects and mentions objects, listeners rapidly align their gaze with the gaze of the speaker [9 - 12]. But some variation
in the deployment of listeners’ attention exists, for instance, as a function of their literacy [13 - 15].
1.1. Positivity Biases in Emotional Priming of Sentence Processing
In the context of speaker-based effects and listener variation [16], (henceforth C&K) investigated for the first time
how a speaker’s facial emotional expression affects incremental sentence processing as a function of participants’ age,
comparing groups of younger (Mage = 24) and older participants (Mage = 64 [16], see [17] for relevant research on facial
expressions in emotion research). The motivation for the age manipulation came from the socio-emotional selectivity
theory’s interpretation of lifespan changes in emotion processing [18 - 20]. According to this theory, older people focus
more on positive than negative information, a ‘positivity effect’ that is absent, or even reversed, in younger adults [19].
This developmental trend has been argued to be responsible for the so-called positivity effects, which have been found
across a number of experimental paradigms and range of stimuli. For example, in studies of visual attention using dotprobe and eye-tracking paradigms, older adults displayed an attentional bias away from negative and towards happy
facial expressions [18, 21]. Younger adults, on the other hand, show no preference [18], or prefer negative faces [22].
In C&K’s study, the older and younger adults saw either a smiling or a sad face, which they were told was the face
of the speaker (thus simulating a speaker-hearer scenario). The next screen replaced the speaker’s face with two
emotional pictures from the International Affective Picture System database (IAPS [23]), one positive and one negative,
displayed side by side. Participants then heard the speaker’s voice describe either the positive or the negative picture.
During sentence presentation, participants’ eye movements to the IAPS pictures were recorded. As is usually the case in
‘visual world’ language comprehension tasks, participants began to look more at the IAPS picture mentioned in the
sentence and less at the other picture. C&K’s main interest was, however, whether the previously seen emotional face
would facilitate the processing of the sentence if the emotional facial prime was emotionally congruent (vs.
incongruent) with the sentence and whether such facilitation would exhibit a positivity bias in older adults. In line with
their expectations, facilitation through the facial prime emerged rapidly (as soon as the sentence referenced one or the
other IAPS picture) and occurred for the older adults with positive sentences only. For the younger adults, facilitation
emerged with negative sentences only, and/or (depending on the time region considered) to a lesser extent for positive
sentences (see [24] for a description of possible patterns consistent with a positivity effect and see [25, 26] on gaze
patterns reflecting processing facilitation).
These findings constitute the first evidence of listener positivity effects in the domain of incremental language
processing. However, one possible concern with these results is that the (static) facial primes may not have been
powerful enough to elicit priming across the board (i.e., in younger adults also with positive and in older adults also
with negative faces). Perhaps the observed positivity bias would disappear with more powerful facial stimuli.
Furthermore, participants also verified whether (or not) the sentence matched the face by pressing a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ button
on each experimental trial. Although positivity effects were expected, they did not emerge for these reaction times and
accuracy. Instead, older adults’ behavioural responses were similar to younger adults’. Response times were slowed for
both older (as expected from their positivity effects in emotion processing) and younger adults when a negative face
was paired with a negative sentence. Assessing the replicability of these online and offline results is a first goal of the
present research.
1.2. Does the Positivity Bias Implicate Cognitive Effort?
In addition to more fully assessing the robustness and replicability of these gaze positivity preferences, we must
better understand the mechanisms implicated in the observed gaze positivity preference. One prediction of socioemotional selectivity theory is that, because goal processes are motivationally based, positivity effects should require
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some cognitive effort in the older individual. For example, Mather and Knight 2005 [27] observed positivity effects for
memory of emotional faces only among older individuals scoring high on a series of cognitive control/executive
function tests Knight M et al., [28] reported positivity effects (in eye movements to pairs of emotional faces and
pictures), under conditions of full attention only. Positivity effects were, by contrast, absent under conditions of divided
attention (when cognitive resources are presumably more limited), suggesting these effects require cognitive resources.
However, other evidence suggests that cognitive effort is not necessary for positivity effects to emerge. For
example, Thomas RC et al., [29] asked younger and older participants to perform a parity decision task about two
numbers, while distracting emotional words appeared between the numbers. During an unannounced, post-experiment
word memory task, a positivity effect emerged in that older participants recognized a higher proportion of positive
relative to negative words, suggesting possibly automatic, effortless processing of emotional information. Moreover,
when measuring fixation preferences to emotional-neutral and emotional-emotional image pairs, Rosler A et al., [30]
found no difference in positivity bias between a group of older healthy and a group of mildly cognitively impaired
individuals: both preferred to fixate away from negative and towards neutral images as compared to young adults.
More recently, Allard ES et al., [31] measured pupil dilation, which is commonly assumed to index cognitive effort,
while groups of younger and older participants looked at emotional-neutral face pairs. They found that older people’s
positive gaze preferences (i.e., a preference for a neutral over a negative face, and a preference for a positive over a
neutral face) were not associated with an increase in pupil dilation: In fact, for both younger and older participants,
pupil dilation was larger for fixations on sad faces than on positive, fearful and angry faces. Allard ES et al., [31] also
manipulated mood between participants (positive, negative, neutral) and interestingly, found that neutral mood,
irrespective of age, triggered the biggest change in pupil dilation; however, crucially they found no significant Age x
Mood x Emotion interaction and concluded that gaze acts as a rather effortless and economical regulatory tool during
older individuals’ processing of emotional information. In sum, the evidence for the role of cognitive effort in positivity
effects is controversial. To the best of our knowledge, Allard ES et al., [31] is the only research to date that has directly
investigated the association between positivity effects - as manifested in fixation preferences, and cognitive load - as
indexed by pupil dilation.
1.3. The Present Research
The present research thus examined the robustness and replicability of the positivity effects reported by C&K with
stronger emotional facial primes. In addition, we examined whether the eye-gaze positivity effects implicate cognitive
effort.
To examine the replicability of these effects, we strengthened the emotional facial primes by using dynamic instead
of static stimuli. Although most of the research on the processing of emotional faces has used static faces (i.e., still
photographs), in everyday life, the facial display of emotion is a highly dynamic process. A crucial difference between
static and dynamic faces is that the former lack information as to the possible direction and speed in which the
emotional facial expression changes over time (for example, while moving from a neutral facial expression to a fullblown expression of happiness or sadness). This transitional information matters in the recognition of certain facial
expressions [32, 33]. Compared with static faces, dynamic emotional expressions elicit greater responses in brain
regions concerned with the processing of facial emotional information [34 - 38] and produce stronger emotional effects
on their viewers [39, 40]. Particularly relevant for us is that older people’s recognition of facial emotions improves with
dynamic faces under certain circumstances [41 - 43]. In one study, older adults were as accurate as younger adults in
recognizing (negative and positive) dynamic faces, but were less accurate with static faces [44]. In sum, dynamic faces
should be more effective as primes, particularly for older adults.
Concerning the mechanisms implicated in the positivity effects, we analysed the association between positivity
effects (as manifested in fixation preferences) and cognitive load (as indexed by pupil dilation) for both the dynamic
facial prime study and the data from C&K. Most research aimed at demonstrating that pupil size reflects cognitive effort
[45 - 47] has ignored the empirical question of how pupil size relates to fixation preferences and fixation durations.
Although the assumption appears to be that longer and/or more frequent fixations (e.g., on a face or while reading the
words of a sentence) are positively correlated with pupil size [31], to our knowledge there is no research that has looked
systematically at the relationship between these two psychophysical variables. We believe that the current study
contributes towards the understanding of this relationship.
If older people’s positive gaze preferences require the exertion of cognitive effort, increases in pupil dilation should
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be observed correspondingly. In our particular case, older people’s looks to a positive picture (referenced by a positive
sentence) were enhanced when the face was positive, but there was no corresponding enhancement of looks to a
negative picture (referenced by a negative sentence) when the face was negative. Thus, a straightforward prediction is
that for older people pupil size should be greater when they looked at the positive than the negative picture.
However, another outcome is also possible. Because positivity effects have been defined both as an increased focus
on positive information and as a decreased focus on negative in older adults [24], it may be that cognitive effort is
required both in enhancing attention to positive information and/or in inhibiting or decreasing attention to negative
information. For our experiments, this would predict no difference in pupil size for older adults between looks to the
positive and negative picture. But because the necessary requirement of a positivity effect is a Valence x Age
interaction, what is most crucial is that the pattern of pupil size as a function of the valence of the fixated picture should
differ for young and older adults (a significant Age x Picture interaction). If, on the other hand, young and older adults
exhibit the same pattern of behavior, then we cannot make any firm conclusions about cognitive effort having been
exerted by older people with regard to the positivity effects found in the gaze measure. Below we first describe the
methods of a new experiment with dynamic facial prime stimuli (N=16 in each age group) and subsequently outline
how we analysed the joint data from this new study and from C&K for potential associations between pupil dilation and
positivity preferences in the fixation pattern to assess the role of cognitive effort in the positivity gaze preference.
2. METHOD
2.1. Participants
The participants were 16 older and 16 younger adults; their demographic characteristics are given in Table 1. Older
adults with no history of neuropsychiatric disorders were recruited through advertisements posted in the university and
in other public places of the city of Bielefeld, Germany. The younger participants were students at the University of
Bielefeld. Younger and older participants received a monetary reward for their participation in the experiment and gave
informed consent. None of the participants had taken part in the previous study with static faces.
Table 1. Cognitive test results and demographic characteristics of younger and older adults.
Characteristic

Younger

Age range

18-30

60-80

Mean age in years

23.8 (2.3)

67.8 (5.3)

Animal naminga

30.81(5.96)

26.81 (7.15)

Picture completionb

3.81 (.98)

4.25 (1.00)

b

90.12 (8.88)

62.31 (11.99) *

Word naming c

13.06 (4.34)

13.87 (3.72)

Digit spanb

18.75 (3.04)

16.31 (2.15) *

Digit Symbol

Similaritiesb
BMIS scores

d

Older

13.81 (1.32)

13.81 (2.4)

8.18 (5.95)

10.68 (6.35)

Male/female (n)
4/12
Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses
a
Task: Name as many animals as possible, time allowed: 1 min
b
latest German version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) [70, 71].
c
Task: Name as many words as possible starting with the letter ‘l’, time allowed: 1 min
d
Brief Mood Introspection Scale questionnaire (BMIS [72],) translated
into German. The mood rating for each participant was obtained by subtracting the scores
for negative mood from those of positive mood.
* Younger and older adults’ means differ significantly (t test, p < .05)

5/11

As the University of Bielefeld did not yet have an official institutional Ethical Review Board, at the time of grant
application, we raised the issue of ethics approval with our sponsor (The German Research Foundation, DFG). They
replied that under their standard procedure for psycholinguistic research, obtaining ethics approval would not be
necessary for our research (a copy of the communication is available from the authors). We took all the necessary steps
to conduct the research following the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki. Before the experiment all
participants read an information sheet in which they were informed about the experiment and the tasks involved, about
the potential risks and discomforts (none known, since these were non-invasive behavioral experiments), and about data
treatment. After reading the information sheet and receiving any further clarifications from the experimenter,
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participants signed a written informed consent form. The form clarified that participants could discontinue the study at
any time if they wished to do so. During the experiment the experimenter ensured that participants were feeling
comfortable and well. After the experiment participants were debriefed and received an answer to any further questions.
Copies of the Information Sheet and the Informed Consent form are available from the authors.
The categorization of participants by age was exclusively for the purpose of the experimental manipulation of our
study. We controlled for key cognitive variables with the administration of cognitive tests.
2.2. Materials
Materials (28 experimental and 56 filler items) consisted of video clips of emotional facial expressions, emotional
pictures and auditorily presented sentences. Each experimental item consisted of a video clip showing a transition from
a neutral to a happy or sad facial expression, a display showing a positive and a negative picture taken from the IAPS
database [23] and a sentence describing either the positive or negative picture. Speaker facial emotion and sentence
valence were fully crossed such that the sentence could have the same or the opposite emotional valence as the initially
presented speaker face (so the design was 2 (Face: sad vs. happy) x 2 (Sentence: negative vs. positive) x 2 (Picture
(negative vs. positive)).
All materials, except for the video clips, were the same as in the previous study by C&K. For details about the
sentences and IAPS pictures, we refer the reader to the Methods section of C&K (see Fig. 1 for an example of a
negative/positive experimental sentence; a list of the sentences and IAPS pictures is available in the Supplementary
Information of C&K). The same face models were associated with the experimental items in C&K and the current
experiment. During the recording of the video clips for the dynamic faces, models were instructed to naturally change
their expression from neutral into happy or sad. We also recorded them simulating steady-state neutral expressions
(these were used in a proportion of the filler items). To maximize visual similarity, all recordings took place in the same
room, against a white background, with the model at the same distance from the camera and in similar light conditions.
After recording, we selected the best video clips for each model in the happy, sad and (steady-state) neutral condition.
Each clip was then cut to a length of 5 seconds. In the happy/sad dynamic videos the initial neutral expression was
maintained for about 1.3 seconds; then the expression changed and the model maintained the full-blown happy or sad
expression until the end of the clip. Example video clips are available in the Supplementary Information.
DISPLAY 1 (5000 ms)

DISPLAY 2 (sentence starts 1500 ms
after picture preview)

Time

SENTENCE
Neg: Ich meine, dass die Mechaniker bei der Explosion hilflos
zusehen.
or
Pos: Ich meine, dass die Vorstadtkinder bei dem Badespass
verspielt rumplanschen.
Literal translation:
Neg: I think that the mechanics watch helplessly at the explosion
Pos: I think that the children splash around playfully while bathing

Fig. (1). Sequence of events in an experimental trial. Display 1 shows the snapshot of a full-blown neutral-to-happy face change. For
copyright restrictions the IAPS pictures in this figure have been replaced with similar pictures downloaded from the web.
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2.3. Procedure
The procedure was the same as in C&K. The experimental session started with the collection of participants’
demographic details, followed by the administration of some cognitive tests and of a mood questionnaire (see the notes
to Table 1). Eye movements were recorded using an Eyelink 1000 head-stabilised Desktop eye tracker (SR Research,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). The sequence of events in an experimental trial is illustrated in Fig. (1).
A trial started (see Fig. 1) with the video clip of the dynamic face (the prime face, see Display 1) and empty thought
bubbles on either side (duration of the video clip: 5000 ms, Display 1 in Fig. (1)). Next, two pictures one depicting a
positive and the other a negative event respectively appeared on the screen side by side, inside the thought bubbles (Fig.
1, Display 2). 1500 ms after the onset of Display 2 a sentence about one of the two event pictures was played out over
the loudspeakers. Display 2 remained on the screen for 1500 ms after sentence end for young participants, and for 3000
ms for the older participants, after which it disappeared and the trial ended.
Participants were told that the study investigated language comprehension in relation to a visual display on the
computer screen: They would first see the face of a person who was thinking about something (future thoughts about an
event were given a place holder in the form of the empty thought bubbles) and was about to speak, and after that they
would hear him/her utter a sentence which described one of two pictures shown on the screen. The task was to look,
listen and understand the sentence, and decide as quickly and accurately as possible whether the valence of the face
matched the valence of the sentence (“Does the face match the sentence?”) by pressing one of two buttons. The timeout
for answering the question was the clearing of Display 2. The experimental session, comprising the administration of
the cognitive tests and the eye-tracking experiment, lasted on average 45 minutes for the younger adults, and one hour
or longer for the older participants.
3. ANALYSES
Below we first describe the analysis procedure for the pre-test, the eye tracking, and the verification task data which
was the same as for C&K. Subsequently we explain how we analysed the pupil dilation measures for both the present
experiment and the data from the static-face version of the experiment reported in C&K (pupil dilation had not been
analysed in C&K).
3.1. Replication of C&K
3.1.1. Pre-test Data
For each participant, we computed scores for the mood and cognitive tests according to test-specific instructions
(see Table 1). T-tests for independent samples were carried out to test for differences between young and older adults on
these variables.
3.1.2. Eye-movement Data
Just as for the static-face study, we analyzed eye movements during the presentation of Display 2 (see Fig. 1). As in
that study, one fixation measure was the mean log ratio of the probability of looking at the picture of the negative event
over the probability of looking at the picture of the positive event (ln(p(negative picture)/p(positive picture)) [25]). This
measure expresses the inspection bias towards the negative relative to the positive picture. A positive value indicates a
bias for the negative over the positive picture, a negative value a bias for the positive picture, and zero indicates no bias.
Based on C&K, the time region of interest was the post-NP1 onset region, which started with the onset of NP1, i.e. the
noun phrase in the sentence which disambiguated towards the positive or the negative picture (referred to as ‘long
region’, see Table 2) and ended with the end of the sentence. This region was further subdivided into NP1, NP2, Adverb
and Verb regions (see Table 2 for details). Note that a sentence effect (i.e., fixations on the pictures as a function of the
sentence being heard), as well as a facilitation effect from the face on sentence processing (i.e., face-sentence priming)
can only be expected after referential disambiguation (i.e., after NP1 onset). Following C&K, we in addition analyzed
the duration of the first fixation after the onset of NP1, an eye tracking measure of early processing.
Table 2. Critical regions and their duration (SD in parentheses).
Critical Region

Start

End

Avg duration in ms

Pre-NP1

Approx 300 ms after appearance of Display 1

NP1 onset

3000 (0)

Post-NP1
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(Table ) contd.....

Critical Region

Start

End

Avg duration in ms

NP1
die Mechaniker

NP1 onset

NP2 onset

1300 (226)

NP2
bei der Explosion

NP2 onset

Adverb onset

1100 (267)

Adverb
hilflos

Adverb onset

Verb onset

900 (137)

Verb
zusehen.

Verb onset

Verb offset
(end of sentence)

716 (108)

Long region
NP1 onset
Verb offset
die Mechaniker bei der Explosion hilflos zusehen
Note. The onsets of NP1, NP2 and the Adverb within an item were the same for the negative and the positive sentence.

4016 (456)

3.1.3. Reaction Times and Accuracy
Apart from looking at the displays and listening to the sentence, participants had to decide with a button press
whether the face matched the sentence in valence or not. Reaction times (RTs) to answer the question (“Does the face
match the sentence?”) were measured from the onset of NP1 (i.e., the start of the disambiguating region) until the time
of the button press. We removed trials with timeouts (N=12 for older and N=8 for younger adults), and incorrectlyanswered trials (N=72 for older and N=26 for younger adults). The thus-filtered RTs were submitted to ANOVAs by
participants and items. The fixed factors were Prime face (positive vs. negative), Sentence (positive vs. negative) and
Age (young vs. old). Prime face and Sentence were within-participants and -items factors in the participants and items
analysis, while Age was between in the participants and within in the items analysis.
Accuracy scores were computed on a total of 876 observations (N=440 / 98% for young and N=436 / 97% for old)
after removing timeouts (N=20). A logistic linear mixed effect (LME) model was fitted to the binary (i.e., correct vs.
incorrect) response data [48]. In this model the predicted outcome was the response and the predictors were face and
sentence valence, each with two levels (negative vs. positive), and age (young vs. old). Participants and items, with their
intercepts and slopes and the intercept x slope interactions, were included in the random effects part of the model. For
the predictors we transformed the fixed effect coding into a numerical value and centered it so as to have a mean of 0
and a range of 1 [49]. Centering reduces collinearity of the predictor variables, and allows the coefficients of the
regression to be interpreted as the main effects in a standard ANOVA [50].
3.2. Analyses of Pupil Dilation
In addition to eye fixations and saccades, our eye tracking equipment (Eyelink 2000, SR Research) also measures
pupil diameter. Pupil size has been shown to vary as a function of cognitive load [51] and can thus be used to test the
hypothesis that positivity effects, as defined by socio-emotional selectivity theory, require cognitive effort.
We restricted analysis of pupil size to the conditions where positivity effects were observed, i.e., in which face and
sentence matched in valence (negative face + negative sentence, and positive face + positive sentence; mismatching
conditions in which no positivity gaze preferences emerged were omitted). Following the same logic, for positive
congruent conditions only fixations on the positive picture were included and for the negative congruent conditions only
fixations on the negative picture were included. Because both experiments (with static and dynamic faces respectively)
yielded the same pattern and timing of positivity effects, the present analysis on pupil size was done on the merged data
of the two experiments (C&K and the present data, yielding N=48 for each age group).
We analysed pupil dilation during the part of the sentence that disambiguated towards the positive or the negative
picture in the display (i.e., when positivity preferences had been observed). We used two measures of pupil size, the
absolute pupil size, provided for each fixation by our eye processing software, and a “normalized” pupil size derived
through a transformation from the absolute pupil size, similar to the measure used by [31]. The second measure was to
control for individual and age differences in pupil reactivity (older adults tend to have a smaller pupil size and a smaller
range in pupil dilation).
For each fixation, the corresponding absolute pupil size was recorded and a mean pupil size per participant, item,
condition, word region and fixated areas of interest (i.e., negative or positive picture) was computed. To compute the
corresponding mean normalized pupil size, we first extracted the absolute smallest and greatest recorded pupil size for
each participant (computed based on fixations to the pictures in the display over the whole course of the experiment).
Note that the pictures included experimental (N= 28) as well as filler (N=56) trials, and that in filler trials the IAPS
pictures showed mostly neutral events. The minimum pupil size was then subtracted from the maximum pupil size
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[maximum pupil size - minimum pupil size], giving the range of pupil dilation for each participant, this range being an
estimate of the participant’s pupil reactivity to the pictures during the experiment. The mean normalized pupil size was
calculated according to the following formula [current absolute pupil size - minimum absolute pupil size]/ [maximum
pupil size - minimum pupil size], the result of this ratio representing the percentage change in pupil dilation [31, 47].
We entered the pupil size values into mixed regression models with participants and items as random effects. One
advantage of this method is that random effects for both items and participants can be jointly modelled [52].
4. RESULTS
4.1. Replication of C&K with Dynamic Facial Primes
4.1.1. Matching Participants for Mood and Cognitive Processing (pre-test)
Please see Table 1 for a summary of the pre-test results and demographic details. Table 1 shows that older people
performed significantly worse than young adults only in the Digit Symbol and the Digit Span tasks of the Wechsler
Adult Intelligence Test. In all the other tests, including the BMIS mood-rating test, the two groups did not differ
significantly from each other. This suggests that participants in the two age groups were well matched for mood but
differed somewhat in their verbal storage capacity (digit span) and in basic processing operations (digit symbol).
4.1.2. Do We Replicate the Descriptive Positivity and Negativity Gaze Preferences from C&K (Time Course Graphs)?
Fig. (2 A and B) plots the time course of the fixation pattern in the post-NP1 region for each age group. This graph
is based on mean log ratios computed on successive 20 ms time slots as a function of prime face and sentence valence.
Fig. (2 A and B) illustrates that participants made more fixations to the mentioned than the unmentioned picture from
about 500 ms after NP1 onset (sentence effect): The red lines for the two negative sentence conditions rise above zero
(a preference for the negative picture) while the black lines for the positive sentence conditions go in the opposite
direction (indicating a preference for the positive picture).
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Fig. (2). Mean log gaze probability ratios for (A) young and (B) older participants in the Post -NP1 onset region (N=32, dynamic
face study).

Crucially, a clear facilitatory effect of the (valence-matching) prime face on sentence processing replicated in the
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relative distance between the solid and the dotted line within each sentence condition: For the young adults, facesentence priming happens in the negative sentence conditions, while for the older adults it emerges in the positive
sentence conditions (especially during the adverb, see Fig. 2).
4.1.3. Do We Replicate the Reliable Positivity and Negativity Gaze Preferences from C&K? (ANOVAs on Regions)
Inferential analyses (repeated-measures ANOVAs with participants and items as random effects, see [53]) were then
performed on the mean log ratios for the (long) post-NP1 region and the individual word regions after NP1 onset (NP1,
NP2, Adverb, Verb), see Table 2. In these ANOVAs, the fixed factors were Prime face (positive vs. negative), Sentence
(positive vs. negative) and Age (young vs. old). Prime face and sentence were within-participants and -items factors in
the participants and items analysis, while age was between in the participants and within in the items analysis.
The ANOVA results are summarized in Table 3. As expected, there was a significant sentence effect in all regions
in that participants looked more at the mentioned than the unmentioned picture post-NP1. There was further a
significant Sentence by Age interaction, however, this result is irrelevant to our research question (see C&K,
Supporting Information S3).
Table 3. Summary of ANOVA results. Degrees of freedom: F1(1,30), F2 (1,27). P values are under the corresponding Fvalues.
Effects and interactions

NP1

NP2

Adverb

Verb

Long region

F1

F2

F1

F2

F1

F2

F1

F2

F1

p1

p2

p1

p2

p1

p2

p1

p2

p1

p2

Age

<1

<1

1.87
.10

<1

<1

<1

<1

1.76
.19

<1

1.93
.18

Face
(face-picture priming)

7.7
.00*

1.44
.24

<1

<1

1.98
.17

<1

<1

<1

5.73
.03*

2.75
.11

Sentence
(sentence-picture congruence)

98.56
.00*

67.64
.00*

167.51
.00*

216.41
.00*

174.45
.00*

473.23
.00*

186.39
.00*

575.75
.00*

365.66
.00*

241.21
.00*

Face x sentence
(face-sentence priming)

<1

1.23
.30

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1

Face x age

<1

<1

<1

1.56
.22

<1

<1

<1

<1

<1
.38

4.34
.04*

Sentence x age

2.09
.16

3.06
.09

11.41
.00*

26.32
.00*

10.13
.00*

18.95
.00*

7.13
.01*

21.01
.00*

9.48
.00*

4.34
.04*

13.94
.00*

5.18
.03*

Face x sentence x age
7.72
1.74
<1
1.04
7.05
4.87
<1
<1
(face-sentence priming x age)
.00*
.20
.32
.01*
.03*
P-values not given if F < 1. The asterisk (*) denotes significance at p < .05 . See Table 2 for details of the critical regions.

F2

The face effect (i.e., face-picture priming) was significant by participants in the NP1 and the long region:
Participants looked longer at the picture that was emotionally congruent with the face than at the other picture. There
was no significant Face x Sentence interaction (i.e., face-sentence priming). However, crucially the 3-way Face x
Sentence x Age interaction (i.e., face-sentence priming modulated by age) was fully reliable in the Adverb and in the
long region, and in the NP1 region in the analysis by participants. This 3-way interaction is important and suggests that
the effect of the face on sentence processing was modulated by age.
Table 4. Results of planned pairwise-comparisons. Degrees of freedom: for participants (t1) =16, for items (t2) = 27: p-values
in parentheses. The asterisk (*) denotes significance at p < .05. The symbol § indicates significance at p < .05 in the static-face
study.
Region

Younger
Neg sent neg face vs.
Neg sent pos face

Older
Pos sent neg face vs.
Pos sent pos face

Neg sent neg face vs.
Neg sent pos face

Pos sent neg face vs.
Pos sent pos face

t1 (p1)

t2 (p2)

t1 (p1)

t2 (p2)

t1 (p1)

t2 (p2)

t1 (p1)

t2 (p2)

NP1

2.4 (.027)*§

1.4 (.14)

-.24 (.81)

-.62 (.54)

.44 (.67)

1.16 (.25)

3.3 (.005)* §

.73 (.47)§

Adv

2.2 (.04)*§

3.14 (.004)*§

-1.3 (.22)

-.75 (.45)

-.14(.89)

-.5(.62)

1.6 (.13)§

1.3 (.21)

Long

2.2 (.04)*§

1.4 (.16)§

-.62(.54)

-.15(.14)

.37 (.71)

.66 (.52)

3.3 (.005)*§

2.4 (0.2)*§

Follow-up analyses presented in Table 4 clarify that the comparisons on younger participants yielded significances
in the two negative sentence conditions - in the Adverb region by participants and items, and in the NP1 and long region
by participants. By contrast, comparisons on older participants were significant only in the positive sentence conditions
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in the long region, and in the NP1 region by participants. These results show that for the younger adults a negative (vs.
positive) prime face significantly enhanced looks to a mentioned negative picture; a positive (vs. negative) face did not
enhance the processing of a positive sentence. For the older group however, the opposite occurred: A negative face had
no effect on the processing of a negative sentence, but a positive (vs. negative) face triggered more looks to the positive
picture when it was mentioned.
Table 4 also marks (using “§”) the t-tests that yielded significances in the static-face study. As one can verify, the
dynamic-face results faithfully replicate those by C&K with static prime faces, and with only half the number of
participants of the original study (16 vs. 32 participants per age group). Like the previous results, they show an
asymmetry between older and younger participants in their integration of emotional face information into sentence
processing. This asymmetry is consistent with a positivity effect, whereby older people respond more to positive faces
and younger ones to negative faces.
4.1.4. Do We Replicate Early Positivity and Negativity Biases (in First Fixation Duration after NP1 Onset)?
In eye-tracking research on language processing, first-fixation duration is usually taken to index the very early
stages of processing a word [54]. In the static-face study, we had found a significant Sentence x Age interaction in first
fixation duration. For the younger participants, first fixation durations after the onset of NP1 were numerically longer
when the sentence was negative than positive. By contrast, for the older adults, they were significantly longer when the
sentence was positive than negative. This interaction suggests that for older people, positive (vs. negative) sentences act
as a trigger to inspect the visual display longer and in more depth in first fixations (a positivity bias), while for younger
participants the opposite held (a negativity bias).
In the dynamic-face study, a marginal Sentence x Age interaction emerged in the participants’ ANOVA on the first
fixation durations (F1(1,30) = 3.16, p = .085)1. Interestingly, the interaction pattern in duration of first fixation for
dynamic faces is opposite that for static faces: For older adults first-fixation durations were longer with negative (vs.
positive) sentences (274 vs. 249 ms), while for younger adults the opposite held (287 vs. 297). Planned pairwise
comparisons on the means for each age group showed the difference to be significant for the older (t1(15) = 2.24, p1 =
.040), but not the younger (t1(14) = -.87, p1= .40) participants. Thus, with dynamic facial primes, we failed to replicate
the positivity bias in the first-fixation durations at NP1. We return to this in the discussion.
4.1.5. Do the Post-sentence Responses Reveal Negativity and Positivity Biases (Reaction Times and Accuracy)?
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The descriptive results for the RT data are presented in Fig. (3), and the corresponding ANOVA results in Table 5.

pos face

younger adults

Fig. (3). RTs by face and sentence valence for each age group (N=32, dynamic face study). Error bars indicate SE of the mean.
1

The ANOVA by items was not performed, due to a high number of missing data points.
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Table 5. Summary of ANOVA results on RTs. Degrees of freedom: F1(1,30), F2 (1,27).
Effects and interactions

F1
p1

F2
p2

Age

14.67
.001* §

238.38
.000* §

Face

<1 §

2.53 §
.12

Sentence

10.72
.003* §

14.48
.003* §

Face x sentence

4.32
.046 * §

33.95
.000* §

Age x face

<1

1.9
.17

Age x sentence

1.32
.26

5.54
.026* §

Age x face x sentence

<1
5.23
§
.030* §
P-values are under the corresponding F-values. P-values are not given if F < 1. The asterisk (*) denotes significance at p < .05. The symbol §
indicates significance at p < .05 in the static-face study.

Overall, the RT results did not mirror the eye-tracking results, and this discrepancy replicated the pattern of results
from the study with static faces (in Table 5 “§” indicates significant results with static faces). As Table 5 shows, the
main effect of age was significant, with older participants displaying overall much longer RTs (3241 vs. 2656 ms). This
was expected based on prior results (e.g., [16, 55, 56]). Furthermore, the sentence effect was significant, with longer
RTs for negative than positive sentences (3038 vs. 2858 ms). The sentence effect was qualified by an Age x Sentence
interaction (significant by items). This interaction was due to older people’s longer reaction times with negative (vs.
positive) sentences, an effect that was reduced in younger adults (see Fig. 3). We also observed a Face x Sentence
interaction, which was not due to facilitation when prime and sentence were emotionally congruent (vs. non congruent);
participants responded faster when face and sentence had opposite valence (see Fig. 3). Furthermore, one can note in
Fig. (3) that the negative congruent condition (the leftmost bar) triggers the longest RTs in both age groups. The Face x
Sentence interaction was qualified by a 3-way interaction with Age, albeit significant by items only. Despite the overall
similar pattern for young and old (see Fig. 3), the 3-way interaction occurs because older adults experience greater
difficulty than younger adults with the face-negative sentence condition.
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The proportions of accurate answers as a function of face and sentence valence are illustrated in Fig. (4) for the two
age groups. Overall, the accuracy results did not mirror the eye-tracking results, and this discrepancy replicated the
results from the study with static faces.

pos face

younger adults

Fig. (4). Proportions of correct answers as a function of face, sentence and age (N=32, dynamic face study). Error bars represent the
SE of the mean.
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One can see in Fig. (4) that the particular difficulty observed in RTs with the negative congruent condition is also
reflected in the accuracy scores; in fact, this condition is associated with the lowest score for both age groups. Table 6
presents the results of the corresponding logistic regression model.
Table 6. Linear mixed-effect model results for accuracy scores. The asterisk (*) denotes significance at p < .05. The symbol §
indicates significance at p < .05 in the static-face study.
Coefficient

SE

z-Value

P

Intercept

3.08

.26

11.81

.000 * §

Face valence

.39

.19

2.09

.036 * §

Sentence valence

.52

.18

2.88

.003 * §

Age

.66

.25

2.61

.008 * §

Face x Sent

-.58

.23

-2.53

.011 *

Face x Age

.40

.18

2.25

.024 *

Sent x Age

-0.14

.18

-0.79

.431

Face x Sent x Age

.36

.23

1.57

.117

As can be noted in Table 6, the three main effects (Face, Sentence and Age) were significant. Both the face and the
sentence effects are due to higher accuracy for the positive face and positive sentence condition than their negative
counterparts (see Fig. 4). The expected age effect occurred because of older people’s overall lower accuracy rate [55,
56]. Furthermore, both the Face x Age and the Face x Sentence interaction achieved significance. The Face x Sentence
interaction was due to low scores in both groups for the negative congruent condition (negative face + negative
sentence, see Fig. 4). The Face x Age interaction occurred because the relative difficulty with negative (vs. positive)
faces was greater for younger than older adults. This latter result is not consistent with the prediction of a positivity
effect. In fact, according to this prediction, one would expect the opposite pattern, i.e., older participants’ accuracy to be
more adversely affected by negative faces (compared to positive ones) than younger adults’.
In sum, when considering only the results for the dynamic-face study, the statistical analyses on the accuracy scores
generally corroborated the findings from the RTs in that, for both groups, decisions involving negative sentences were
particularly difficult, with the negative face-negative sentence condition appearing the most challenging. The analyses
on the accuracy scores further revealed a general difficulty with negative (vs. positive) faces (independent of sentence
valence), which was slightly more pronounced for younger adults (see Fig. 4).
4.2. Does Cognitive Effort (As Measured by Pupil Dilation) Correlate with Eye-Gaze Positivity/Negativity
Biases?
Fig. (5) illustrates the mean normalized pupil size by region for old Fig. (5A) and younger participants Fig. (5B). As
one can see, the pattern looks similar, in that both ages display a bigger pupil size when they look at the negative rather
than the positive picture. From the graphs it can also be seen that pupil size increases as participants process the words
of the sentence incrementally.
The mixed regression models were run using the R software and the package lme4. The dependent variable was
pupil size and the fixed effects were age (young vs. old), picture (negative vs. positive) and region (n1, n2, adverb,
verb). To minimize collinearity, we used effect coding by transforming the fixed effects into a numerical value and
centering them so as to have a mean of zero and a range of 1 [52]. Effect coding has the further advantage of allowing
the coefficients of the regression to be interpreted as the main effects in a standard ANOVA. Following the
recommendations in [57], the random part of the model (for participants and items) included the intercept and the slope
of the fixed effects and their interaction (i.e., the maximal model, according to [57]); note that Age was a between
variable with respect to the random effects for participants, so the slope of Age or its interaction with the other
predictors were not included in the random part of the model for participants as per [57]. The regression analysis yields
coefficients, standard errors and t-values for each fixed effect and interaction. A coefficient was considered to be
significant at alpha = 0.05 when the absolute value of t was greater than 2 [52].
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Fig. (5A). A Older adults’ mean normalized pupil size by word region (N=48, data from both the static and dynamic face studies).
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Fig. (5B). B Younger adults’ mean normalized pupil size by word region (N=48, data from both the static and dynamic face studies).

The results of the model using the normalized mean pupil size as dependent variable are given in Table 7.
Table 7. Linear mixed effect model results with normalized mean pupil size as dependent variable.

*p < .05.

Coefficient

SE

Intercept

.4757

.011

t-value
41.60

Picture

-.0166

.004

- 3.94 *

Age

-.0094

.009

-1.06

Region

.0135

.002

7.69 *

Picture x Age

-.0049

.003

-1.66

Picture x Region

-.0020

.002

-1.14

Age x Region

.0030

.002

1.70

Picture x Age x Region

-.0014

.002

- 0.83
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As one can see from Table 7, the only effects that reached significance were Picture and Region. These effects,
already hinted at in our earlier comments on Fig. (5), are due to the bigger pupil size associated with the negative vs.
positive picture, and to the gradual increase in pupil size as people process the regions of the sentence. The Picture x
Age interaction, which would support the hypothesis that cognitive effort is required with a positivity effect, was not
significant. The regression model in which the dependent variable was the (non-normalized) absolute pupil size yielded
essentially the same results - there was no significant Picture by Age interaction (t = 1.60). As expected, in this model
the effect of Age, and the Age x Region interaction reached significance (t = 2.43). The interaction is due to older
people’ slower rate of increase in pupil size as they process the words of the sentence. The table of the linear mixed
effect model with the non-normalized pupil size as dependent variable is included in the Supplementary Material.
5. DISCUSSION
The motivation for the present research was two-fold. First, we wanted to ascertain that previously-observed
positivity effects reported in ‘C&K’ [16] with static facial primes were genuine, and not the result of using facial primes
not powerful enough to trigger equally strong priming for younger and older adults with negative and positive faces. We
were, in particular, keen to replicate these effects, given they had only been observed once before during incremental
language processing with the visual world methodology. Replication appeared desirable given the recent debate among
the scientific community calling for more stringent statistical validation of findings with an emphasis on the
replicability of results (e.g., [58, 59]). The replication attempt further permitted us to verify the ‘discrepancy’ found in
the static face experiment between the results of the eye movement and the RTs and accuracy scores. In addition to
replication goals, we tested a prediction derived from socio-emotional selectivity theory - that positivity preferences in
the older adults implicate measurable cognitive effort.
5.1. Replicating Positivity Effects on Sentence Comprehension
Regarding replicability, the results of the static face study replicated with dynamic faces, in the eye movements, but
also in RTs and accuracy. In C&K (see General Discussion) we highlighted the importance of this result for various
areas of research. Its replication in the current study with a new and smaller sample size testifies to the robustness of the
observed effects. It shows that emotional priming of sentence processing through facial expressions takes place during
the incremental interpretation of the sentence, and is not delayed. This is remarkable since, for emotional priming to
occur incrementally in our experiments, information from three sources - the face, the sentence and the pictures - must
be rapidly integrated. Our results show that this integration is relatively easy, and, importantly, it occurs as fast for older
as for younger adults. In fact, for both age groups, priming was observed from the first word region in which it was
considered possible (the NP1 region).
Crucially, these results also confirm that emotional priming affects young and older adults’ visual attention
differently and in line with the predictions of a positivity effect (see socio-emotional selectivity theory): For older
adults, positive prime faces enhanced fixations to the positive pictures but negative prime faces did not have such
enhancing effect on negative pictures. On the other hand, the opposite occurred for younger adults. To our knowledge,
in combination with the findings from the static face experiment, these results are the first to show positivity effects in
eye movements during incremental sentence processing.
Positivity effects in visual attention alone have been observed in previous studies using eye tracking [18, 21, 22].
Isaacowtiz DM et al., [21, 22] showed that, when presented with pairs of pictures consisting of a neutral face and a
positive (happy) or negative (sad or angry) face, older people spent less time looking at the negative than positive face;
in other words, they displayed an attentional bias away from the negative and towards the happy facial expressions. In
the same studies, younger people, on the other hand, displayed a preference for negative faces. Our two visual world
studies with static and dynamic prime faces provide additional evidence for a positivity effect in visual attention using a
new and seemingly more complex task, i.e., a task requiring the processing of emotional visual stimuli in combination
with language comprehension and within an emotional priming paradigm.
Not only did the eye movement data replicate the positivity effects found with static faces, but also the pattern in the
verification response data (RTs and accuracy) was similar in both experiments, with no clear positivity effects. In fact,
in RTs and accuracy (unlike in the eye-movement data) we observed the same overall difficulty in the congruent
negative condition for both young and old; furthermore, in the accuracy results of the current experiment, the younger
adults appeared to have more difficulty with negative (vs. positive) faces than the older adults, i.e. the opposite of a
positivity effect.
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Interestingly, the only measure that yielded discrepant results compared with the static face study is the first fixation
duration analyses, an early measure that reflects visual attention in a very short time window, i.e., the first 200-300 ms
of processing the word that disambiguated reference towards one or the other picture. In this measure, older people
displayed longer fixation durations for negative (vs. positive) sentences with dynamic faces, while with static faces the
opposite occurred (for younger adults no statistical differences emerged in either experiment). A possible explanation
for this is that older adults may have found the dynamic-face videos relatively complex to process (they contained in
reality two facial expressions: the neutral expression at the beginning of the video clip and the final apex positive or
negative expression). During the experiment participants also viewed steady-state videos of neutral facial expressions
(i.e., without change, in the filler items), for which they also had to provide a face-sentence verification response.
Compared to neutral face videos, the dynamic neutral-to-positive or neutral-to-negative videos may have had an initial
distracting effect on older adults as they involved identifying two different facial expressions, creating effectively a
situation of divided attention. There is some evidence that when attention is divided, the positivity effect in attention is
reversed [28]. The dynamic faces may thus have contributed to the unexpected reversal of the first-fixation-duration
pattern in the present experiment. However, this was the only instance in which the results of the dynamic-face study
differed from the static-face study, and, importantly, this result did not affect the remaining fixations in the NP1 (and
the other) regions. In fact, both the face-picture priming effect and the Face x Sentence x Age interaction in the NP1
region replicated with dynamic faces.
Two further conclusions are in order. First, because the pattern of the verification responses did not substantially
change from static to dynamic faces, we conclude that, against our expectations, the use of dynamic face primes did not
result in better recognition of the facial expressions. Why then did we observe slower responses for negative than
positive valence independent of age? In the verification task, participants had to decide by pressing a yes-no button
whether ‘the face matched the sentence’. To arrive at this decision an appraisal of the valence of the sentence, and not
only of the face, was required. Perhaps then participants did not judge (some or all of) the negative sentences to be
unambiguously negative, slowing RTs and increasing errors in the negative face-negative sentence condition. We think
this is unlikely given the care with which we constructed the sentences (see C&K, Construction of sentences). We
cannot exclude that the negative sentences were more difficult to understand than their positive counterpart, although
this alone cannot accommodate the verification results pattern. A more likely explanation (also given the task) is that
participants assessed the valence of the sentence in combination with the IAPS picture which the sentence described. In
selecting the negative IAPS pictures for the study, we had avoided pictures with valence ratings towards the extreme
negative end, as we feared these pictures might be too unpleasant to show to participants (on the other hand, positive
pictures were nearer to the extreme positive end of the scale, see C&K, Materials section, IAPS pictures). It is possible
that in some cases the combination of a negative sentence with a not-so negative picture may have generated confusion
about its alleged negative valence, causing slower RTs and more errors compared with the positive face-sentence pairs.
A final question concerns the mismatch between the eye tracking and the verification response time results, which
we replicated with dynamic faces. In C&K we suggested that the mismatch is probably due to eye movements and
verification responses reflecting different stages of processing, with the former tapping initial processing of the sentence
in relation to the face and the pictures, and the verification results reflecting in addition post-comprehension decision
processes. While it is certainly possible for the outcomes of verification and comprehension processes to be consistent
with each other (see, for e.g. [60, 61], we can expect cases in which complete agreement does not obtain [62]. In C&K
(see General Discussion), we also touched on the implication of this explanation for the nature of the mechanisms
underlying the positivity effects observed in our eye tracking data, and suggested that the effects are more likely to
result from initial, automatic processing of emotional information, rather than later, controlled processing. Because
these incremental effects replicated in the second study, this implication appears to remain valid.
5.2. Pupil Size and Cognitive Effort
Concerning the claim that positivity preferences in the older adults implicate measurable cognitive effort, as
reflected in pupil size, the present results provide no evidence for this claim: Both young and older adults’ pupil size
displayed essentially the same pattern, with an increase when looking at negative relative to positive pictures.
Interestingly, these results mirror those of Allard ES et al., [31], who found that for both younger and older people pupil
size was larger when fixating on sad and fearful faces compared to happy ones.
One methodological question relates to the assumption that pupil dilation reflects cognitive effort or cognitive load
of some sort. This was the initial assumption behind our analysis of pupil size and also behind the analyses in [31]. That
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pupil dilation is positively correlated with cognitive load has been demonstrated over the years in many experimental
studies performed on young adults (e.g. [51, 63].). A number of studies have also specifically investigated pupil size
during language processing, typically in association with the processing of complex sentences, and found a
corresponding increase in pupil diameter with these sentences [45, 46, 64] but again the participants in these studies
were young people.
More recently, in a between-age experimental design, Piquado et al., [47] have shown that the pupils of older adults,
too, increase in size as a function of cognitive load. In this study, Piquado and colleagues tested younger and older
adults on two tasks which have often been used in the past to establish an association between pupil size and cognitive
effort, i.e., the recall of a list of digits [51] and of complex sentences [45]. Piquado et al., [47] found that, in digit recall,
younger and older adults showed a similar progressive increase in pupil size as a function of the size of the memory
load. For sentences, younger people’s pupil dilation increased as a function of both sentence length and syntactic
complexity. Older people’s pupil size, by contrast, increased only as a function of sentence length. Thus, older adults’
pupils do appear to respond in the same way as younger adults’ (i.e., by increasing in diameter size) to some tasks
which are commonly assumed to involve a certain cognitive effort. In the case of our experiments, younger and older
adults also showed the same trend in pupil dilation; however, our hypothesis was that older adults alone would show
evidence of cognitive effort. One possible conclusion is that no cognitive effort (or minimal cognitive effort) was
involved when older adults displayed positivity effects in gazing (see [31]).
Our results, together with those by Allard ES et al., [31], suggest that the assumption that fixation preferences
should be positively correlated with pupil size changes is too simplistic. Both our results and those of [31] revealed
distinct fixation preferences for young compared with older adults (in line with positivity effects) but this pattern was
not mirrored in age-related pupil size differences. Although it seems plausible to assume that fixation preferences and
fixation duration should correlate positively with pupil diameter, most research aimed at demonstrating that pupil size
reflects cognitive effort has looked only at pupil size, and has not directly investigated the relationship between pupil
size and looking or reading times [45 - 47].
We know of only two studies that have, among others, considered this relationship. Jackson I et al., [65] eye-tracked
8-month-old infants looking at physically impossible (one train entered, but another train exited the tunnel) vs. more
conventional events (e.g., the same train entering and exiting a tunnel). Pupil diameter increased for the impossible
event, but, to the authors’ surprise, no correlation was observed between looking duration and peak pupil diameter.
Duque A et al., [66], on the other hand, did find a positive correlation between gaze duration and pupil dilation in some
conditions when testing a group of dysphoric and non-dysphoric young adults while they processed emotional faces
(sad, happy, angry). Because of these conflicting results and the fact that these two studies investigated special
populations, it is difficult to come to firm conclusion as to why the present positivity effects in gaze (determined on the
basis of longer looking times in one condition compared to another) were not associated with increased pupil diameter.
Clearly, the assumption that patterns of fixation preferences/times should map onto corresponding patterns of pupil size
needs further investigation.
If we leave aside the relation between looking times and pupil size and focus only on pupil size, our result of a
greater pupil size with negative vs. positive pictures for both age groups suggests a trigger for pupil dilation of a more
general, emotional nature, i.e. arousal. In past pupillometry research, arousal as a result of processing emotional stimuli
has been argued to be responsible for pupil size increase (e.g. [67 - 69]). Although the positive and negative IAPS
pictures had been controlled for arousal (see C&K, Methods section), perhaps the negative picture and sentence
together, rendered the negative items more arousing than the positive ones (another theoretical possibility is that
negative sentences were more complex or longer than the positive ones; however this was not the case for our items,
because negative sentences had the same grammatical structure as their positive counterpart and the same number of
syllables).
CONCLUSION
Positivity gaze preferences seem replicable, emerge incrementally, and do not appear to covary with measurable
cognitive effort as indexed by pupil size increases. Instead, the pupil size of both young and older participants increased
for negative vs. positive pictures. We have discussed some important methodological and conceptual implications of
these findings that should be taken into consideration in future pupillometric studies.
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